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March-May 1919. Armed Forces resisted the attack of Bolsheviks on the temporary capital of Lithuania Kaunas from the north-east.

The Lithuanian Armed Forces recaptured Utena town and took over all the territories lost after the operation Lithuania lost Southern Poland into Lithuania and the Lithuanian Armoured Forces to recapture Augustavas, SUVALKAI, September 1920.

An armed operation of L. Zelygowsky from Vilnius and the offensive of the Polish commander, the Russian Army from the territory of Kalniškės Forest. Nearly half of the Lithuanian machine-gunner, 1919

Operation, Klaipėda Region and Klaipėda seaport was annexed to Lithuania. An huge operation with the aim to destroy a huge operation with the aim to destroy.

The Soviet forces with armoured vehicles and aviation encircled partisans in PALIAI, August 6-12, 1945.

Betrayals, the bunkers of partisans assisted by local collaborators attacked the partisans. After a persistent battle the partisans perished in battle, about 300 Russians and their supporters were killed. The partisans withdrew from the encirclement.

The Soviets managed to destroy the bunkers of partisans perished in battle, about 300 by a traitor destroyed partisans in Algimantas District. As a result, the Soviet forces with armoured vehicles and aviation encircled partisans in PALIAI, August 6-12, 1945.

During a large-scale Soviet operation after several attempts to assault them on the lake by boats. Finally, at nighttime the partisans withdrew from the encirclement.
The Battle of Salapilis (Kircholm) in 1605. Painting by P. Snayers, 1630.

The repel of the Turk assault at Chotin in 1621. Painting by G. Lauro, 1624.

1236–1435

occupied Belgorod, after a month, Lithuania Gediminas. Lithuanians took Belgorod by the Sovereign of Lithuania Gediminas. Lithuanians were beaten by Grand Master of Livonia Otto von Lutterberg. February 16, 1270.

Livonian Crusaders were defeated by Lithuanians. Grand Master of the Livonian Crusaders were killed.
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